
“Bullet Points” - Record Keeping, Inspections, Variances, 
Enforcement  

Full Draft Oil & Gas Rules 
 

 DENR staff (or appropriately certified contractors) must do all inspections of gas operations, 
and verify required testing of pressures, etc. The draft Rules call for notice to be given to the 
operator for document reviews and inspections, but unannounced reviews and inspections 
are critical to protect the public and its resources, as well as workers. The oil and gas 
industry has a very poor record of self-monitoring and reporting.  The budget for regulatory 
staff must increase—it’s the only way to assure the health and safety of residents and 
workers, protection of environment. 
 

 Rules should clearly require that all records be kept by the State in paper and electronic 
form for a minimum of 50 years, instead of 5 year record retention required of the 
permittee.  We have no data to estimate when the effects of fracking, including movement 
of contaminants to groundwater supplies, could become apparent.   

 In the draft rule, variances could be granted to applicants on a wide range of regulatory 
requirements, on the basis that they have made a good faith effort to comply or are unable 
to comply with the requirements. This is unacceptable. Variances should be quite rare and 
based on substantial demonstration that the same level of protection of public and 
resources will be achieved.  
 

 When a violation of any rule requirement occurs, the draft rule states that DENR SHALL 
issue a notice of violation (which is good), but the fact that the notice provides for 
corrective action with a timeline to comply, and that extensions of that timeline can be 
allowed, substantially weakens enforcement action, especially when no minimum penalties 
are specified, even for serious violations. 

 

 The draft rules say that the Dept. MAY suspend or revoke a permit if a) an operator is out of 
compliance, b) has falsified information, c) a permit was erroneously issued, but there’s no 
requirement to do so, and no minimum level of non-compliance to trigger a suspension or 
revocation is given. 
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